
Lesson Plan
Teacher: Norman Mukanyeka Kasitom Observer: Date and time: 14/.5/2020

09:00 hrs -10:00 hrs
Class level: Intermediate Room: Online Expected number of students: 8

Context: Students practice use of pronounsmy and your, for self introduction
Teaching aids: flash card, flip chart, white board, white board pens, 8 pens of 8 different colors

Student objectives:
 To be able to correctly use my and your
 To be able to differentiate my and your

Personal aims:

 To be able to guide my students to do self introduction

Anticipated problems for students:

Solutions:

 Student may confuse your to you

 Students ma have challenge to differentiate me from my

Anticipated problems for teacher:

Solutions:

 Demonstrate in class to differentiate the two by engaging
all learners

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction

Introduce subject to students
 Make all students stand up
 Greet the students, Hello, how are you all
 Ask each student to pick one pen from the 8
 Ask them to master their pen

Presentation 5 T

Then ask students to bring back the pens and put them on the table
 Demonstrating the pronoun MY
 Then pick a pen and in my had, raise your hand with a pen in it, without talking and

ask using sign language who the owner is
 The owner will raise his/her hand
 Then ask their name
 Let student write or say their name, do this for all the 8 students

presentation 15 T -S

Using flash cards, demonstrate the use the words, my and your
 Pick a flash card showing a person pointing at himself, this is demonstrating,ME
 Pick and show another card with a person holding a pen and pointing at himself,

this is demonstratingMY
 Pick another flash card showing a person with a pen in her hand pointing at

another person to demonstrate, YOUR
 Pick another flash card showing a person pointing at another person to

demonstrate, YOU.
 This exercise will help students to differentiate the meaning of the words

Practice 15 T-S

Let the students now ask each others names
 They will say their names using my and ask using your Produce 25 S-S


